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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 
Liquid Alternative Assets Will Double by 2018  

But Only If Positioned Properly  
 
NEW YORK, NY – October 7, 2013 – Assets in ’40 Act alternative funds (also known as ‘liquid 
alternatives’) have more than doubled since 2008, and could do so again in the next five years, 
according to a new study, Alternatives Industry Analysis, 2013 from Strategic Insight, a mutual 
fund industry research and business intelligence provider.   

If the industry can raise the comfort level of advisors and investors with liquid alternatives, and 
overcome some existing disconnects, ’40 Act alternative funds could reach $490 billion by 2018, 
representing another five years of remarkable growth and opportunity for asset managers.   

The Alts universe holds much untapped market share potential 
Historically, strategies like Global Unconstrained and Long/Short have represented the most 
growth in the ’40 act space. Indeed, Long/Short mutual funds were the most widely-owned 
alternative product among investors surveyed by Strategic Insight for the study. 

• Over the next five years, Strategic Insight projects each of these two categories will post 
compound annual growth rates upwards of 20%  

• Broker/dealer gatekeepers and advisors interviewed stated they view these strategies as 
“investor gateway products into alternative investments.”   

“Differentiated, liquid alternative investment strategies represent a significant growth opportunity 
for the investment management industry,” comments Avi Nachmany, E.V.P and Director of 
Research at Strategic Insight. 

Challenges remain as providers must overcome disconnects along the path to purchase 

Strategic Insight surveyed a total of more than 1,200 
investors, advisors and industry executives, the latter 
from leading alternative providers and fund 
distributors. Numerous discovered disconnects 
between providers, investors, gatekeepers, and 
advisors regarding the application of alternative funds 
were discovered, such as: 

• How gatekeepers would like the product 
positioned by advisors versus how advisors 
and investors may actually be using the 
product 

• The provider and gatekeeper recommended 
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allocation versus the actual allocation of alts by advisors and investors.  

For example, gatekeepers (who control which products are available at their firms) reported 
recommended allocations of between 10% and 20% to alternatives. Even with over 90% of the 
polled advisors using alternatives in a traditional or liquid structure, only 18% of advisors 
reported allocating 15% or more of their overall client assets.  

A level playing field for providers, regardless of size or scale 
While the growth of the alternatives universe has been significant, opportunities still abound for 
providers of all size:  

• Gatekeepers ranked aspects like transparency and risk management as far more 
important than manager size.  

• Understanding how a product or strategy best compliments the existing offerings on a 
distributor’s platform and how the gatekeepers would like their advisors to use those 
products are quintessential components of success  

Despite the challenges and hurdles within the alternatives space, analysis of the key 
stakeholders indicates that the market holds tremendous potential for interested providers. 

Alan Hess, Research Associate and co-author of Alternatives Industry Analysis, 2013  highlights 
that “fund providers must work closely with the gatekeepers of large distributors to educate 
advisors on the introduction, application, and proper allocation of alternative investments, while 
carefully tailoring the positioning and marketing of the products to align with the goals of 
distributors’ due diligence and manager research teams.“ 

For more information on how Strategic Insight’s latest study, Alternatives Industry Analysis, 
2013, can help firms navigate and unlock the market share potential of this growing universe, 
contact Kathy Marshall at 617-399-5629, or kmarshall@sionline.com 
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For more than 20 years, Strategic Insight has been at the forefront of thorough, unbiased mutual 
fund industry research and business intelligence. We provide our variety of products and 
services to a range of clients, including executives from more than 200 investment management 
and insurance companies, distributors, investment banks, hedge funds, consultants and law 
firms. Strategic Insight’s parent company, Asset International, delivers critical, cutting edge data, 
research and marketing programs to mutual fund companies, banks, asset managers and 
insurance companies worldwide. The company has offices in New York, Boston, Hong Kong, 
London, Melbourne and Stamford, CT. For additional information, visit www.SIonline.com. 
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